
Cowes Harbour Advisory Committee 

Meeting held at CHC Offices on Friday 13th September 2019, 15.00 – 17.00


MINUTES 

Present 

John Corby, Chair, waterside property owners (JC)

Karl Love, EC Business Association (KL)

Mark Southwell, Cowes RNLI (MS)

Chris Preston, Cowes Harbour Commissioner (CP)

Bob Milner, Cowes Clubs and Classes Association (BM)

Laurence Mead, Cowes Week Ltd (LM)

Simon Walker, East Cowes Town Council (SW)

Rob Stewart, East Cowes shipyards and wharf operators (RS)

Kate Kirby, East Cowes and West Cowes business associations (KK)

Sue Hobday, East Cowes Marina (SH)

Chris Thomas, Cowes Yacht Haven (CT)

Peter Jackson, Medina Combined Clubs (PJ)

Ben Willows, Cowes Training Schools (BW)

Stuart McIntosh, Harbour Master (SM)


1. Apologies for absence 
Bob Holt, Alex Minns, Steve Reynolds, Giles Peckham, Mike Townsend, Dan Jehan 

2. Approve the minutes from the previous meeting. 
Approved.  It was agreed that efforts would be made to draft and approve the 
minutes shortly after the meetings so that they could be made publicly available on 
the CHC website in a timely manner to assist communications and information to 
stakeholders.


3. Matters arising

David Riley had asked for an edit in the minutes regarding the chain ferry, to 
change the ‘operational issue’ to be because of the design rather than the tides 
which have always been there.  Everyone agreed with this.


4. Harbour Safety 
SM ran through a fews things: 

Eastern Channel dredging is now complete, channel is well used and feedback is 
positive.




Still waiting, after eleven months and chasing, for official MAIB report into the RF 
incidents, so the temporary General Directions for vessels over 48m are still in 
force, regarding navigation in visibility of less than two cables (370m).  Temporary 
GDs can only last three months so SM is anticipating having to roll it over yet 
again.     RF have taken quite a lot of actions to improve things including trialing an 
enhanced navigation system.  The temporary GDs for vessels under 48m, eg the 
Red Jet, is for visibility in under 100m which is effectively the width of the fairway 
opposite the terminal so the buoy opposite gives them a good indication.

KL mentioned a new 45 minute documentary film about RF, called ‘Backwards and 
forwards’ which will be available on the internet.

SM mentioned CHC are introducing a weather and environmental monitoring 
station in the harbour, consisting of an old dayboat moored on an existing mooring, 
with visibility, wind, tidal stream and turbidity monitors which will all be integrated 
with the ABP system in Southampton and easily available on the internet.

SM then mentioned CHC’s four pronged safety campaign over the summer with 
safe speed, CCTV,  kill cords & lifejackets.  CP recommended an excellent kill cord 
video on the RYA website, and that 50% of US boating accidents are alcohol 
related.  The RYA doesn’t have statistics for the UK but doesn’t think it is as bad 
but is starting a new campaign about how alcohol and boating don’t mix. 

SM mentioned a recent RIB incident with the chain ferry where two crew ended up 
in the water but the qualified RIB driver had been drinking at the Folly.

MS mentioned two very drunk jet skiers who crashed into the RLYC pontoon.

CP asked SM and LM if the new eastern channel had resulted in fewer incidents in 
Cowes Week.  SM replied there were no incidents reported and feedback on the 
Eastern Channel was positive.

SM felt the Powerboat weekend had been a success and following significant work 
with the organisers there had been improvements in the event safety management.


5 Shephard Wharf customer service 
JC started by saying that much of Cowes is in the hospitality business and that the 
marina operators are the front of house for Cowes, equivalent to the man in the top 
hat outside the Dorchester, but that he had heard of half a dozen complaints at 
Shephards Wharf.

SM endorsed JS’c comments on the importance of customer service and 
acknowledged that on a few occasions  normal levels of customer service hadn’t 
been met, but that generally Shephards and Kingston had good customer service 
reputations.  Sm confirmed he is reviewing service and efficiency and introducing 
some changes to how CHC manages the various sites and facilities.  Some staff 
have left but SM confirmed progress.


6. Classic Boat Museum 
JC started by saying this item was about funding which CHC were inevitably going 
to be asked for in the near future.  He declared that the Chairman of the Classic 
Boat Museum trust, Mark McNeil was a good friend and was fundraising for a 



£200K feasibility study to build a new £25 million museum, not in the current site, 
but is hoping for 100,000 visitors a year.

KK said  the museum wasn’t feasible where is currently is on the Harrison site but 
on wet days people go into her shop and ask what can they do.

CP declared that his wife was a trustee and that most people who visit it are 
pleasantly surprised how big and good it is.  


PJ said that although he personally was a strong supporter of the museum, his 
stakeholders biggest concern was the cost of mooring fees and it might be a hard 
sell to get their approval of CHC supporting a charity which could get its funding in 
other ways.  Stakeholder benefits are fine but this would be a step beyond that.


SM commented that Commissioners were developing guidelines for reviewing and 
awarding stakeholder benefits, however Commissioners had indicated they 
preferred projects which had long term benefits for harbour users and that the 
museum might be more of a charitable funded project.


PJ said it wouldn’t do anything to enhance the safety and navigation of the harbour 
and RS said he definitely wouldn’t want to see it competing with space for 
commercial shipyards.  JC said the space they had been offered wouldn’t 
otherwise be a boatyard.


LM was unsure of the budget but thought it would be a great asset for Cowes and 
that CHC should support it subject to the budget being trimmed.   BW agreed with 
this.   KL said that it was hard to support, not knowing where the new site would 
be, but that he would love to have it in EC provided it didn’t compete with industry 
for space.


7.  East Cowes slipway 
JC summarised the current situation about RF withdrawing their plan to build a 
new slipway which had been well advanced and that BW & PJ had a new initiative 
which they would explain now.

PJ said this went back to the EC Community Partnership  which had identified that 
the lack of a slipway on the Esplanade was having a significant impact on the 
facilities in EC.  At the January CHAC meeting it was agreed that the existing 
slipway was not fit for purpose and that a small working party be formed, 
organised by IWC because they own the slipways.  However nothing has really 
happened.   PJ and BW had then started discussing the matter in terms of the 
broader safety issue not just launching boats.  For example because there is now 
no serviceable slipway north of the Folly, people are now launching their very small 
craft and speedboats at the Folly and having to transit the length of the river.  But 
the nature of many of these craft doesn’t suit plodding along at just six knots so 
there is a huge temptation to speed in the river, and PJ thinks there has been a 
noticeable increase in speeding.




BW then reminded everyone that UKSA do a lot of towing of dinghies out to the 
Shrape.  With the bigger chain ferry, bigger RF ferries, bigger Red Jets and the new 
Red Kestrel freight vessel, the whole area has got more congested and towing is 
now one of the biggest challenges for the UKSA instructors.   BW has been talking 
to EC Sailing Club who have a compound area on the Parade where UKSA could  
store maybe 12 to 18 dinghies which would reduce the towing, particularly over the 
peak time of the season, so a slipway off the Shrape could work very well for UKSA 
as well.

BW feels that after having very positive discussions with CHC, RF and stakeholder 
groups in EC, there is an appetite to get a project group together to work out how 
to take it forward, and is hoping that CHC might take the lead with this group.

IWC could be very helpful with planning permission but PJ made the point that it is 
IWC who have to allow this to happen in the first place.  However they wouldn’t be 
starting from scratch because a detailed slipway report, including costs, has 
already been done, presumably currently owned by RF who had it as an annex in 
their planning application.

SM said that CHC already support the project and suggests that all the interested 
parties do now form a working group but before the first meeting somebody needs 
to put together an outline proposal.  Although CHC could help facilitate this,  at this 
stage it might be better as a stakeholder partnership project.  Potential funding 
might include Sports Council and a bid from a partnership might be more 
successful.  SM said he would propose this to the CHC board.

BW said that having talked to Fran Collins,  RF are definitely keen to be involved 
and that the group should strike while the iron is hot.

CP made the point that people regularly ask when is this going to happen and who 
is going to make it happen.

MS asked if the general public would be able to use it.  SM replied that this aspect 
would be part of the detail.   BW said that in reality UKSA would be there so much 
earlier in the day than the general public, so would be out of the way.

KL said everyone should be aware that the recommendations by Historic England 
and the IW Regeneration team for the EC Esplanade might require some changes 
to the RF version because they are already working on a scheme themselves. It is 
important to note that the land was given to the people of EC to be conserved, and 
the boat park area already mentioned is actually a tennis court, so everyone needs 
to work together, but he thinks it is a great project.

JC pointed out that there now seemed to be two groups but they needed to work 
together.

SW mentioned that Chris Ashman is the person who runs the regeneration at IWC 
and JC added that he had little faith in Chris Ashman because despite being told 
on numerous occasions that East Cowes and West Cowes need to be considered 
as a single working port,  he insists on keeping them in totally separate 
regeneration zones.  KL agreed with JC about the zones.

PJ pointed out that RF’s slipway plans could be viewed on line as an annex to the 
RF planning application on the IWC web site, but he has a copy which he can also 
share.




SM agreed with BW that the conclusion was that SM would present the project to 
the Commissioners and facilitate the first group meeting.  CP asked who from 
CHAC would be running the project.


8.  Update about shipyard sites. 
JC said he personally didn’t have any new information other than he had heard that 
maybe the Victory Yard dry dock might be reinstated which would be good news, 
SM had also heard it.

SM said he is in regular contact with Chris Ashman at the IWC and understand that 
there is progress in the transfer of Venture Quays to IWC.   CHC are also preparing 

Initial development proposals for marine industrial use of the old aggregates 
terrace at Kingston where the previous lease expired in October 2018.

KL said that regarding the Kingston Marine Park site, IWC were saying at meetings, 
if not publicly, that the site would never ever be used for marine industry, but they 
did have big plans for it.  He added that the logical outcome was for IWC to buy 
Medina Yard which he understood was for sale at £10 million.

RS made the point that his company were also building ships on four mainland 
sites so they need some security to stay in Cowes.

JC felt that common sense might now be prevailing because if IWC had now 
realised it was clearly ludicrous to build ships at Kingston Marine site they might 
now realise the most suitable site is actually Medina Yard.

FL mentioned some controversy about the new temporary shelter tent in front of 
the Columbine building, blocking the  view of the Union Jack doors.  RS, whose 
business is in the tent replied that it was needed because he had four ferries in 
build but RF had knocked down his previous building even though they are now 
delaying the building of their new terminal for a year.

KL said that Historic England has looked at the Columbine building and might list it 
in their new plans for East Cowes.


9.  Review of the seasons events 
JC started by saying he thought there had been some great events this year, but 
that he wasn’t sure the organisation behind the scenes is as coordinated as it 
might be and he hoped that what is now Cowes Week Ltd might go on to organise 
more of the current events to increase efficiency. 

LM agreed that the pie was being split up between too many clubs but he was also 
involved with SCRA which is being reinvigorated so in fact the future was looking 
far more joined up between the clubs.


PJ said local Cowes and East Cowes sailors are frustrated that the Cowes Town 
Regatta has been pushed to the last Saturday of Cowes Week after core racing 
events have been completed.  Many Cowes Week competitors leave that day. 

LM said he wanted it to stay on the last Saturday because it’s a stand-alone regatta 
with its own character, 140 years old and 120 entries this year.  JC made the point 
that it didn’t count towards Cowes Week points so suits some competitors who 
didn’t want to enter the whole of Cowes Week.  LM went on to say that the format 



could be different to Cowes Week with maybe two races in the day, RYS line starts, 
and possibly shore based competitions as well.   


PJ that more local sailors who compete more casually in either ISC Tuesday 
evening racing or ECSC Thursday evening racing should be encouraged to take 
part in Cowes Town Regatta and enjoy racing from the RYS line using Cowes Week 
facilities.

KK said her nautical antiques shop had a fabulous summer.

KL mentioned the organising for VE Day next year might include a regatta and a 
sail past.

BW asked SM and LM about how the Sail GP event went as far as the harbour was 
concerned and what was the prospect of them coming back next year.   LM said it 
is 99% likely they will return, probably at the end of Cowes Week rather than the 
beginning.   He thought it had all worked pretty well.   SM said he had worked very 
closely with the Sail GP team and the signs for next year are positive.  LM said it 
would probably only be one more year.   KL was very supportive of this type of 
event where spectators could see the whole race.

SM commentated that yachting is in a changing market, with reduced boats and 
sponsorship and CHC would welcome working in more partnerships with other 
stakeholders for a longer term strategy to keep events coming to Cowes, and to 
get the yachtsmen to stay and spend in the town and on the Island.  He felt this 
should be led by the clubs rather than the stakeholders.

CP added that there is a lot of boating happening outside of yacht clubs, eg 
paddleboards which possibly could be included in the Town Regatta, and that 
participation in boating overall appeared to be still increasing.

SM felt that Cowes could benefit from being more dynamic and move forward with 
the boating trends to provide people with the type of boating they wanted.

LM said Cowes Week had made a lot of changes and this years feedback was 
some of the best they had ever had, not even a single protest against the Race 
Committee which was a first.

MS said he had been on the Cowes Town Regatta Committee for fifteen years and 
the membership was drawn from just Cowes clubs, not mainland.  He said they 
would like to start and finish on the RYS line which is where the regatta originally 
started.   He said they could manage the racing but would need other people to 
organise any shoreside events.  KL said that ECTC should be involved, but JC said 
that CTC had a bad experience getting involved in a yachting event.


10. AOB 
JC mentioned the new CHC patrol boat which had been designed and built in 
Cowes, by Diverse Marine.

An email had come through from the Environment Agency commentating that the 
oyster population apparently is a good way of reducing the nitrate content in the 
river.




SM explained that the excess nitrate comes from the run off from farming in the 
fields and from sewage.  Nitrate is a natural fertiliser so encourages algae growth, 
but the oysters eat the nitrate.


The port handbook is now going to be published by Style of Wight.


JC said somebody had asked why the Red Jets couldn’t take a few bicycles.  CP 
said it had been looked into but was it was too difficult getting them on and off and 
would cause delays.


BW congratulated LM and SM for hopefully securing Sail GP for another year 
because other locations were after it.


PJ, on behalf of Bob Holt who represents taxis and fishermen, said there had been 
a rumour that the Folly Taxi business was up for sale but this is incorrect, it is not 
for sale and as far as CHC is concerned it is business as normal.

PJ then mentioned event notification.  At the moment if you are running an event in 
the Solent you have to notify a lot of different organisations, but that there was a 
new system being introduced on line to make this simpler.  BM said that yes, SCRA 
are working on it.


KL said the floating bridge had been off for four days and may not be back until the 
week after next.   Longer term, IWC now have the legal advice and are considering 
whether to pursue this.


Next meeting  January 10th 


